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“Beauty evangelizes,
and a new organ
will strengthen
the Christ King mission
to proclaim Christ
and make disciples
in the world.”
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From the Committee...

THE PIPE ORGAN AT CHRIST KING PARISH

The Organ Committee at Christ King Parish was formed in 2015 at the request of the Pastoral Council
and the Worship Committee to evaluate the condition of our current organ, plus its present and
future role in our community. This report will provide details on the failing condition of our organ, the
cost for refurbishment vs the cost of replacing the instrument and the vetting of organ building
companies.
In 2007, the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) issued a document entitled, “Sing
to the Lord: Music in Divine Worship”. Drawing from several centuries of organ use in the Catholic
Church the Bishops stated the following about organs:
87. Among all other instruments which are suitable for divine worship, the organ is
“accorded pride of place” because of its capacity to sustain the singing of a large
gathered assembly, due to both its size and its ability to give “resonance to the fullness of
human sentiments, from joy to sadness, from praise to lamentation.” Likewise,” the
manifold possibilities of the organ in some way remind us of the immensity and the
magnificence of God”
88. In addition to its ability to lead and sustain congregational singing, the sound of the
pipe organ is most suited for solo playing of sacred music in the Liturgy at appropriate
moments. Pipe organs also play an important evangelical role in the church’s outreach
to the wider community in sacred concerts, music series and other musical and cultural
programs.
During our two year study we have observed that our current organ, while having served our
community for 63 years is no longer able to fulfill the USCCB’s goals for music and worship. The
sounds produced by our organ and its overall condition have deteriorated to such a degree that it
has become compromised as, and will eventually cease to be, an effective tool for leading and
sustaining our congregational singing and facilitating reflective prayer as originally intended.
We strongly recommend that our current instrument be replaced with a well crafted pipe organ, as
this would be financially more prudent than constantly repairing our failing instrument, will enliven our
daily and weekend worship, and will act as a catalyst in drawing people to worship in the Catholic
Church!
Furthermore, engagement with the greater Milwaukee area can be realized by opening our church
to musical groups from outside our Christ King Community, reinforcing Christ King’s call as a leader
within the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. The commissioning of a new organ will facilitate opportunities
to welcome all people into an experience of the sacred through musical events offered in our
church. Beauty evangelizes, and a new organ will strengthen the Christ King mission to proclaim Christ
and make disciples in the world.
Respectully submitted by the Christ King Organ Committee:
Carol Bannen
Neil & Lynn Dziadulewicz
Caron Kloser
Rev. Phillip Bogacki
John Horky
John Krupka

Bill Lieven
Jim O’Brien
Maggie Pernice
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A Timeline...

THE ORGAN COMMITTEE PROCESS

Study of the current organ at Christ King Parish began in 2004. At that time an Organ Consulting
Contract was established with Scott Riedel and Associates of Milwaukee. An organ condition report
was generated by Riedel and Associates and a decision was made to pursue a new organ. Organ
proposals were requested from a number of different companies. The project was abandoned but
the contract with Riedel and Associates was retained.
In 2014 the Pastoral Council of Christ King Parish requested that the Worship Committee form an
organ subcommittee to study the condition of our current Wicks Organ and its future in our
community. The parish’s relationship with Scott Riedel and Associates was reanimated and an
updated Organ Condition Report was generated (see page 5-15).
The current organ committee studied whether it would be financially prudent to refurbish our failing
1954 Wicks Organ or replace it with a new organ. After a year of discussion and study the organ
committee discerned that replacement of the organ would be more fiscally responsible than
continued repairs and costly refurbishment (see pages 6 and 15 of the organ condition report for
cost estimates).
Throughout 2015 the committee considered 4 types of organs; electronic organs, direct electric pipe
organs, electro pneumatic pipe organs and tracker pipe organs. The type of organ chosen to
replace our current instrument is vital to the discussion because it directly relates to the longevity,
quality, and price of the organ. An explanation of each type of organ and its advantages and
disadvantages can be found at page 16 of this report. After much discussion the committee
discerned a tracker organ, while initially more expensive is actually the best value over time, due to
the longevity of the instrument, its components and minimal annual maintenance costs.
The process of vetting builders began in 2016. A list of six reputable tracker organ builders was
compiled. Bill Lieven and Scott Riedel made trips to Houston Texas, Dallas Texas and St. Louis Missouri
to listen to organs and speak with representatives from all six companies. Proposals for a new tracker
organ at Christ King were sought from four companies; CB Fisk Co., Pasi Organs, Juget-Sinclair Organs
and Taylor and Boody Organs.
Each of the companies was sent schematics for our balcony space, photos of the church and a
general list of parameters (see page 15). We requested each company provide a proposal which
included their recommendation for the number of stops based on the size of our worship space, the
types of sounds, several pricing scenarios, estimated extra costs (shipping, installation, and housing)
and a plan of succession. It takes two to three years to design and complete a pipe organ, the
succession plan explains what happens if those who are artistically responsible for the sound and
quality of the organ should become in-capacitated or die before the instrument is completed.
Martin Pasi from Pasi Organs and John Boody from Taylor and Boody Organs traveled to Christ King
and attended weekend Masses to assess the acoustics of the room and our parish’s worship needs.
From the four companies the list was narrowed to two, Pasi Organs and Juget- Sinclair Organs. Fr.
Phillip Bogacki toured the Juget-Sinlcair company in Mon-treal, Quebec in April of 2017. While all four
finalists would build a wonderful instrument for Christ King Parish, if the project moves forward, the
Organ Committee would recommend offering the contract to Juget-Sinclair Organs of Montreal
because of the quality of their work, the pricing of the instrument and their plan of succession.
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Addendum 1 of 2...

RIEDEL - ORGAN CONDITION REPORT
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Condition Report on the Organ
+ Christ King Catholic Parish +
2604 North Swan Boulevard, Wauwatosa, WI 53226, Tel: 414-258-2604
October 2014, Revised February, 2017

Report Purpose
The purpose of this report is to:
Describe the current status, disposition and condition of the Christ King Catholic Church organ
Describe the comparative viability and advisability of repairing or replacing the instrument
Provide a rationale and recommendation regarding replacing the instrument
Summary of the following Detailed Report

1.

2.

The current status and condition of the organ is poor. Defects include:
a.

Dead notes

b.

Unreliable playing of keys and pedals

c.

Unreliable stop actions

d.

Unreliable piston/combination actions

e.

Many pipes have unstable tone, speech, and tuning

f.

Some pipes will no longer remain in tune

g.

Leaking air/wind regulators, gussets, gaskets

h.

Broken and burnt contacts

i.

Poor musical tone and volume control/balance

The causes of these defects include:
a.

Inherently poor engineering/design of components

b.

Inherently poor/unstable materials and workmanship

c.

Lack of protective electrical devices

d.

Age and decay of leather and cork perishable components

b.

Original manufacturer does not make these same actions/components any longer

c.

Significant “wear and tear” on all major actions due to age, and due to non-durable original materials

d.

Cost of refurbishment is at over 80% of replacement value, with no long-term durability
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Summary of the following Detailed Report
3.

4.

Rationale to not attempt repair
a.

Repair of current defective materials will only return to “like new” condition, and require repair again in the near future

b.

Original manufacturer does not make these same actions/components any longer

c.

Significant “wear and tear” on all major actions due to age, and due to non-durable original materials

d.

Cost is at over 80% of replacement value, with no long-term durability

Rationale for replacement:
a.

Opportunity to achieve durable, reliable and quality design, engineering, materials and workmanship

b.

Opportunity to avoid decay-able components/extensive leathers

c.

Opportunity to have primarily tracker/mechanical actions (avoiding extensive electric actions and contacts)

d.

Tuning and maintenance costs will be lower due to durable and reliable components

e.

Higher quality means no future complete replacement again

f.

Greatest return on investment, with lowest long term cost

DETAILED REPORT:
The Christ King Catholic Church Organ; A Brief Description

The organ at Christ King Church was built by the Wicks Organ Company of Highland, Illinois in 1954. It has been modified only
slightly from its original design and installation (original Quintaton, Nason Flutes, and Fagotto have been altered). Many repairs
have been conducted over time and technical and tonal failures and thus repair needs continue.

The “organ” consists of pipes (which produce the musical organ tone), wind-chests (on which pipes sit, and that contain the valve
mechanisms to let wind into pipes), the “winding” and “actions” (the methodology of getting pressurized air to the wind-chests, and
the methodologies of opening valves within the wind-chests, to allow pipes to sound), and the console (where keys, pedals, and stops
allow the organist to control the organ).
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Organ pipes are crafted of either various metal alloys (zinc, tin, copper, lead, etc.) or wood species (poplar, pine, etc.). Their shapes
(square, round, conical) produce varieties of tone, akin to the wealth of tonal colors in a symphonic orchestra. Taller pipes produce
low pitches, and shorter pipes produce higher musical pitches. Just as an orchestra has multiple tonal families (strings, brasses,
woodwinds, percussion) at various pitch levels (low tubas to high piccolos), a pipe organ has a variety of colorful voices in a range
of dynamic levels, produced by the many ranks of pipes.

A variety of example well-built organ pipes

These sonorities are intended to lead the singing of an entire congregation or assembly, to accompany choirs and soloists, and to perform sacred organ repertoire (preludes, postludes, processions, etc.). To accomplish these various musical tasks, the organ has four
“tone families”, designed for multiple primary and secondary musical uses.

These tone families and their prime functions are the Principals - for leading the singing of the full assembly, and full solo/ensemble
playing); the Flutes - for quieter hymns, accompaniments, and softer passages; the Strings - for quiet & expressive playing; and, the
Reeds - for solo melodic and ensemble playing. The tonal families also produce sounds at a wide range of pitch. (Bass for musical
depth and accompanying singing in the men’s range – and Treble for melodies, brilliance, and accompanying singing in the women’s
range.) The Christ King Church organ has pipes in all of the tone families.
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Organ pipe tone families-properly built examples
Principals

Strings

Flutes

Reeds

The organ operates by a unique Wicks invented “direct-electric” wind-chest valve action. Direct-electric actions employ low voltage
DC current powered electro-magnets with felt and leather circular seals/pads mounted under every pipe. Whenever the DC
electro-magnet receives current (by a key played at the console) an internal magnet armature moves. This armature motion pulls
open the felt and leather seal/valve atop the armature and thus allows pressurized air to enter the chosen pipe….whenever
pressurized air (“wind”) enters the pipe, that pipe sounds (just as blowing air into a flute or clarinet causes those instruments to
sound). When the key is released, the electro-magnet armature returns to its “off” position, placing the felt and leather pad/valve in
its “off” position, thereby closes off wind to the pipe, stopping pipe speech.

Direct Electric Actions
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The console is the “control panel” of the organ, and contains keyboards, stops, and pedals, for the organist to play the instrument.
No tone emanates from the console. The console cabinet also contains its associated stop, key, and pedal electrical contacts and
switches, and is located at the center of the balcony. The console is connected to the pipes via under-floor cables and conduits.

Current Christ King Church Organ Console

The pressurized air/“wind” in the organ is generated by an electric fan “blower”; the wind’s pressure and flow/amount is controlled
by a series of wind “regulators” (similar to bellows). The electric fan blower is located in the church basement. The multiple wind
regulators (bellows) are located within the blower room and in each of the pipe chambers, usually below the wind-chests and pipes.
The blower, regulators, and wind-chests are connected by air ducts.

Well-built example Blower and Wind Regulators
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The majority of pipes, wind-chests, valves, wind lines, and electrical switches are located within the twin chambers at the back of the
rear balcony. More electrical switches and critical operating equipment are located within the console. Multiple sets of metal pipes
are also mounted forward of the chambers, on a cantilevered wind chest platform. The wooden “shutters” or “louvers” backing the
platform can be opened and closed via pedals at the console. Opening the shutters allows the sound of chambered pipes within to
become louder, and closing the shutters limits or quiets the sound from chambered pipes.

Current Organ Shutters

An Overview of current Organ Defects and Problems
The problems inherent in the Christ King organ fall into three primary categories:
1. Inherent flaws in the initial technical design, selection of materials, and workmanship applied when the
organ was first built.
2. The negative effect of time, decay, and wear-and-tear over the years of usage since the organ was built
in 1954.
3. Inherent flaws in the musical and acoustic design and execution of the organ installation, and tonal
flaws relative to the acoustic environment of the church’s worship space.
Problem Category #1: Inherent flaws in the instrument’s design, materials, and workmanship
The Christ King organ has the following challenges related to the original design and materials:
a. Soft wood material construction: screws strip out easily, construction is not dimensionally stable; plywood delaminates and leaves debris particles in the valve system
b. Electrical system: Phosphor bronze contacts corrode and burn easily. There is no spark suppression
methodology to protect contacts.
c. Single/exterior layer only of Bellows leather gussets
d. The direct electric valve system can only operate on lower wind pressure; higher pressures are needed
for stable tuning and reed pipe speech
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e. Lesser quality pipe metals and metal thicknesses prevent stable pipe tone and tuning
f. Multiple duplexed/unit stops prevent tonal blend, balance, and accurate tuning
g. Pipe design and scaling is “off the shelf”; pipes were not custom built for the unique and challenging
acoustic setting of this church building
h. Access is difficult, unsafe, or impossible to some components within the pipe chambers
i. There is inadequate service lighting within the organ chambers/mechanisms
j. Blower air intake is unfiltered; dirt and dust are brought into the organ’s wind system
Problem Category #2: Negative effects of time, decay, and wear-and-tear
While many organs need some form of repair or updating over time, for most organs, the long term repair
needs are quite minimal. The Christ King organ has the following maintenance issues due to time, decay and
use.
Current and recent defects and repair needs include:
a. Burnt key, pedal, and switch contacts
b. Broken expression shoe contacts
c. Loose pedal tension, and no means of increasing tension
d. Too stiff keyboard tension
e. Rotting and decayed bellows gusset leathers
f. Debris particles from decaying plywood clogging valves
g. Sticking armature axels and hinge pins
h. Corroded relay and switch contact rails
i. Warped soft wood rails in switches that hold contact pins
j. Broken down DC current generator
k. Dead divisional cancel piston contacts
l. Torn reed pipe metal scrolls for critical volume and tuning
m. Dead notes (resulting from magnet hinge and/or electrical contact and switch defects)
n. Ciphers (note that will not stop sounding…resulting from valve hinge, electrical contact, and debris
particle problems)
o. Lack of adequate humidity over the years, resulting in dried and cracked bellows leather, damaged
wood components, and cork gaskets
p. Stripped wood at screws
q. Decayed and leaking expression motor rubber-cloth pneumatics
r. Pipes that cannot be tuned, or that do not remain in tune durably
s. Decaying wood pipe tuning gaskets
t. Decaying and leaking leather and cork wind-chest air tight gaskets
u. Aging and worn springs
v. Aging and worn felts
w. Zymbelstern (bells) do not operate (wiring & electrical switch failure)
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Aging electrical equipment

Damaged pipe tuning scrolls

Direct Electric valve system

Corroded relay and switch contacts Poor materials and construction
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Blower and air intake

Keyboards our of regulation

Leather Bellows Gussets

Broken Zymbelstern bells

Problem Category #3: Inherent flaws in musical and acoustic factors
While there are many credible artistic approaches and philosophies’ regarding what constitutes “good” organ
tone, certain fundamentals govern. These include adequate and stable wind supply, appropriate volume levels
for a given context, the consistent and even supply of wind to pipes, and even tone and volume between like
pipes within a single set. Independent sets of pipes in an organ with dedicated functional and musical duties
are also important.
The Christ King organ has significant acoustic and musical defects and challenges. These include:
a. Poor tonal and speech regulation for many pipes
b. Unstable or impossible tuning due to pipe construction and poor initial regulation
c. Un-responsive and inadequate wind regulators
d. Valves that do not open to supply even and stable wind to pipes
e. All sets of pipes are “duplexed/unified”, such that they do not have dedicated, stable tonal functions
f. Too low wind-pressure in the organ hinders balanced pipe speech and stable reed pipe tone/tuning
g. Unstable pipe metal that will not hold proper shape/adjustment
13

An overview of repair or replacement Solution Options
A reasonable question to ask when encountering a defective piece of mechanical equipment is, “Can it be repaired?”, followed by the next logical question, “What is the cost of repair vs. replacement?”
It is indeed possible to repair the numerous defects inherent in this organ and bring it back to “nearly new”
condition. The key problem with attempting a repair to “like new” is that the inherent design and materials of
this organ have decayed beyond the point of repair. Simply put, to repair this organ back to “like new” will
only cause it to embark on its path of decay to its current condition once again. Repairs to this organ will not
be durable and will continue to need re-repairing in future years. Even if all defects are repaired, the fundamental soft wood construction, poor valve design, inappropriate metal types, too-low wind pressures, and unreliable electrical contact and switching system will remain, and will remain to be problematic.
The only durable and reliable method of avoiding the aforementioned defects (and to avoid repeating them) is
to replace poor design and materials with good. Examples and goals include:
a. Appropriately selected, seasoned, sealed, and treated woods
b. Durable and time tested electrical components and materials
c. Use of properly tanned and installed leather parts, and/or use of leather-less features
d. Use of an organ wind-chest valve system that has long term reliability, and that delivers appropriate air
pressure to pipes evenly and consistently
e. Use of compatible and appropriate pipe metals
f. Reduced use of duplex/unit actions
g. Custom made pipes to sound well in the (improved) acoustic of the church room
h. Full, safe, and lighted maintenance and tuning access to all pipes and components
i. A clean, quiet, climate controlled air intake and blower situation

The accomplishment of these goals requires replacement of most, if not all, of the organ’s features.
The cost of properly and fully repairing this organ would typically be 80% or greater than replacement cost.
Further, repairs of this type of organ are short-lived, and require re-repair again.
Replacing this organ with a well designed, durable, and custom-made musical instrument is recommended. A
properly conceived replacement instrument can serve the church for decades, and will be the least expensive
option in the long term, particularly because of lowered and eliminated maintenance, repair, or replacement
costs.
Replacement Options
After extensive consideration and evaluation of a variety of organ builders, the four following companies were
selected to submit replacement organ design and price proposals.
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.B. Fisk Organs
Taylor and Boody Organs
Pasi Organs
Juget-Sinclair Organs

All submissions include the following features:
1. Primarily Mechanical/Tracker actions (no leather or electric playing division)
2. Non-leather regulators
3. Cone (non moving) tuning devices
4. High quality hard-wood construction
5. Proven engineering/design
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6. Proven quality materials and workmanship
7. Acoustic enhancing sound blending pipe cases (no chambers or “open plan” pipes)
8. Spatial design to accommodate choir singers/risers and other instruments
9. Family owned and operated shops, with long term succession planning.
10. Custom design and manufacture
11. High profile previous clients
Replacement organ size/price ranges:
2 Manual and Pedal instruments
34 to 38 Registers
$1,025,300.00 to $1,715,600.00
(Estimate cost of “repairing/rebuilding” existing organ – with only short term results: $765,000.00)

After an extensive review contracts and proposals and meetings with the leaders from the four companies we
highly recommend the contract be awarded to Juget-Sinclair Organs. An instrument by Juget-Sinclair would
be a fine asset to Christ King Parish, the Archdiocese of Milwaukee and the great Milwaukee Metropolitan
area supporting the evangelical mission of the Church.
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Addendum 2 of 2...

TYPE OF ORGANS

A pipe organ is the most complex musical instrument in the world. It has thousands of parts, made
from many different materials. It combines mechanical, electrical, and acoustical engineering, wood
working, metal working, and architecture, with artistic concepts to create a musical instrument that
can last for generations. A quality organ has lasting value by utilizing time honored materials and
techniques comingled with current technological advances.
There are well over 100 organ builders working to today, each has their own approach to building an
organ. Some are large companies, others, small independent craftsmen. With all the choices it is
important to know what our church is seeking in an organ. What is the primary usage for the organ?
Will it be used on its own or with other instruments, choirs and congregation? What is the life
expectancy of the instrument? Is the parish economically stable? Is the parish increasing in
membership? Decreasing in membership? What are the demographics of the community in which
our parish is located? What styles of music does our parish embrace? An organ that is an appropriate
choice for another parish may not meet the needs of our parish.
There are basically two kinds of organs used in churches, electronic/digital and pipe organs. Among
pipe organs the differences lie in the quality of materials, the types of actions (how the air gets into
the pipe when a key is pressed) and the tonal finishing (how the organ sounds in the room). Keep in
mind that most organ builders hope to inspire listeners with the sound of their instruments. The most
successful organs are custom built for each church. The size and number of pipes that are
appropriate for another church may not be appropriate for Christ King. A quality builder usually crafts
organ pipes in their shop based on the size and liveliness of the room in which the organ is placed.
The qualities that are attributed to a good organ sound are similar to the qualities that we use to
describe a beautiful voice or instrument. A clear sound that has an intensity and character that draw
the listeners into an experience of the music. Additionally, organs built for churches need to support
and inspire the assembly’s singing without over powering the voices in the congregation.
It is helpful to have a basic understanding of how the sound of an organ is produced because it has
a direct correlation as to the price and longevity of the instrument. We will look at the pros and cons
of 4 types of organs. The first is not a “pipe” organ but imitates the sound of a pipe organ. The last
three are all pipe organs but have different types of actions.
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Electronic or Digital Organs
Instead of air moving through pipes, the sound one hears is actually a digital recording of a pipe
organ. The recording is amplified through a system of speakers located throughout the worship
space.

Pro’s

Con’s

Least expensive option
$250,000.00 for Christ King worship
space

This method of sound production reduces the
instruments effectiveness in leading
congregational song. It is a single source of
sound rather an enveloping multi–source sound
created by air moving through numerous pipes.

Flexibility of placement. The console
(key desk and pedal board) can be put
anywhere in the room with
amplifiers placed in the rear or front of
the nave.

Shortest life expectancy: about 30 years or less.
Cannot be refurbished.

No Tunings

Expensive and often impossible to repair.

Direct Electric Action Pipe Organ
When a key is pressed it sends an electrical impulse that opens an electro magnet valve (or
“pallet”) at the base of the pipe. When the pallet is opened air is allowed into the pipe causing it
to speak.
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Pros

Cons

Least expensive of the pipe organ options
$20,000.00 pre register (30-35 registers
needed for Christ King) or
$700,000.00 approximately.

Can have a harsh sound due to air entering the
pipe too quickly

Flexibility of console placement

Not touch sensitive to the player
Shorter life expectancy due to electronics
wearing out. (50-60 years)
Frequent Tunings (Twice annually)

Electro-Pneumatic Action Pipe Organ
When a key is pressed it sends an electrical impulse that signals an electromagnet to let air out of a
small leather pouch (secondary) located under the valve (or “pallet”) below the pipe. When the
pouch is “exhausted” the pallet is opened and air enters the pipe allowing it to speak.
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Pros
Midrange price $24,000.00 per register
30-35 needed for Christ King worship
space or $840,000.00 approximately.

Cons
Significant repair costs 70 years after installation:
electrical relays and leathering needed

Movable Console

Not touch sensitive

Good Sound due to air entering the
pipe slowly

Frequent tunings (Twice annually)

Can be refurbished to extend life

Tracker Action Pipe Organ
The keys are mechanically connected to the pipe valves (Pallets) through a system of
trackers. When a key is pressed it opens the valve (or “pallet”) beneath the pipe allowing air to
enter the pipe. Trackers can be made of spruce wood, carbon fiber or aluminum.
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Pros
Best possible sound with all
components designed and crafted from
primary materials for Christ King
acoustical situation.

Touch Sensitive allowing articulation
and sound nuance

Cons
Initial High Cost
$30,000.00—$45,000.00 per register
30-35 registers needed for Christ King
worship space or $1050000.00
approximately.
Fixed Console

Little or no repairs over the life of the
instrument
Life expectancy of the instrument over
100 years
Infrequent tuning
(Once every 10 years or so if cone
tuned)

Many factors need to be considered before signing a contract for a new organ. The size of the
worship space, the liveliness of the room and space for the organ are major factors in the type of
instrument a parish should choose. What works for a small church that seats 400 people would not
be sufficient to aid prayer at Christ King. Our church seats 1000 people. No church has unlimited
dollars to spend on an organ. It is important to consider the price, longevity, repair costs and artistic
value of an organ before making a final decision. The cheapest organ now may be the most
expensive down the road when repairs and replacement are on the horizon in 40 years. An organ
that is dependable but sounds bad may not inspire prayer or provide us with a level of beauty that
evangelizes others. A beautiful well chosen organ considers cost and long term maintenance and
can enliven the faith life of a parish community for generations.
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Juget-Sinclair Organbuilders
Montreal - April 2017

of a new organ will
facilitate opportunities
to welcome all people
into an experience of
the sacred through
musical events offered
in our church.”

